ORDINANCE NO. 99-032

AN ORDINANCE AMENDING SECTION 50, ARTICLE XVI, OF ORDINANCE NO. 93-049 OTHERWISE KNOWN AS “THE TRANSPORT AND TRAFFIC CODE OF NAGA CITY” BY PROVIDING ADDITIONAL PARKING SPACES FOR SEDAN TYPE AND JEEPNEY-TYPE VEHICLES TO THE EXISTING PARKING AREAS IN THE CITY OF NAGA:-

Author: Hon. William Kalaw

Be it ordained by the Sangguniang Panlungsod of the City of Naga, that:

SECTION 1. - SECTION 50, Article XVI of Ordinance No. 93-049, otherwise known as “The Transport and Traffic Code of Naga City” is hereby amended by adding the following streets or portions thereof and spaces as among those declared as parking spaces/areas for sedan-type and jeepney-type vehicles, now to read as follows:

1. Arana Street – Parallel parking from corner Barlin St., to corner J. Hernandez Ave., left side only, direction West.

2. Barlin Street – Parallel parking from corner Arana St., up to the street leading to Sta. Cruz Proper, left side only, direction North.

3. P. Diaz Street – Parallel parking from corner Peñafrancia Ave., up to corner J. Hernandez Ave., left side only, direction West, except at the curb line.

4. Dimasalang Street – Parallel parking from corner Peñafrancia Ave., up to corner J. Hernandez Ave., left side only, direction West.

5. Elias Angeles Street – Parallel parking from corner Iglesia Street up to Arana Street, except at curb line and designated pedestrian lanes, direction South.

6. Peñafrancia Avenue – Oblique parking in front of CSNHS and BCAT allotted as parking area, left side only, direction North, and width portion of the road, as not causing obstruction to the free flow of traffic.

7. Biak-na-Bato Street (Tabuco) – Parallel parking on both sides.

8. PNR Road (Tabuco)-Parallel parking, right side only, direction East.

SECTION 2. - It is hereby declared that the stretch of J. Miranda Avenue, from Corner Kayanga Street to corner Panganiban Drive as a “No Parking Area”;

SECTION 3. - This ordinance shall take effect upon its approval and publication in a local newspaper of general circulation.

WE HEREBY CERTIFY to the correctness of the foregoing ordinance.

GIL A. DE LA TORRE
Administrative Officer II
& Secretary-Designate

JOSE C. RAÑOLA, M.D.
City Councilor & Acting Presiding Officer

APPROVED:

ESTEBAN R. ABONAL
City Vice Mayor & Acting City Mayor